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i have been using jewelcad pro for a year now and its been a great program. i have learned a lot and i'm happy with the program. i'm looking for something similar that i can download on my android tablet but i'm not sure if theres anything like
that. if there is something like that i would like to know because i would like to use it at work. i have not heard of spaceclaim so i do not know if its similar in any way. jewelcad pro has supported with a fast high processing rendering engine that

lets designers edit the design during the rendering process and export a high-quality design and export all the data in stl and slc formats. if you are a beginner, you might want to start with less expensive packages like jewelcad, or even rhino. the
amount of graphics power and texturing options that you can get for free in those packages will make you more likely to stick with them as you learn to use other packages. on the other hand, if you are a more experienced artist, you might decide

to get more expensive packages like matrix and firestorm, even though they may not have the most advanced texturing or graphics power. then again, if you are an advanced artist, you might stick with matrix forever. one thing is for sure,
though: you will learn a great deal about software, and about the world of graphics. actually, if you want to do the most customization in the shortest time, then maybe this is the way to go. of course, you also have the choice to do a lot of

customization in the software, or a little, but you can't do all of it at once. so, if you are an experienced artist, you have to decide how much time you want to spend learning to use a software package, and how much time you want to spend doing
your actual modeling.
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thanks for that jack, i will look into it, i am not sure i need so much flexibility as i can get from the provided software. i am a jeweller who trains at art school rather than through the trade, i have picked up lots of skills in my 20 odd years of
working at the bench and have developed a range of contemporary precious jewellery incorporating gold and gemstones. this is only one aspect of my practice and probably takes up about 20% of my time but obviously has the potential to be the
most financially viable. my designs are quite geometric and i dont think i would use close to 10% of the capabilities of matrix but i do need to be able to alter ring size, gem size and type of setting in individual designs. i guess i want to know if an
investment in matrix will be worth it or whether i get rhinogold and work with its limitations is an investment in matrix going to set me up for the future i understand youre a cad specialist, not a psychic but is an investment in matrix software and

skills going to still be valuable in 10 years time, say. the most obvious 2d design software tool availablewould be adobe photoshop, but it is not the only one. there isalso corel paint and sketchbook pro, among others. there is even a jewellery
specific 2d design software package gemvision design studio(previously known asdigital goldsmith). as far as i know, there are no cad software packages that will import from pro-e. there are so many other cad packages out there that do this

already though. in any case, you could import the model into a different cad package and export an stl file from there. it would have to be the case that the other cad package has tools to create the surface relief you want. i'd recommend trying to
find a cad package that is specifically made for jewellery design. then you can import your model and use the import tools to easily add in the reliefs you want. 5ec8ef588b
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